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The rocky terrain pieces for the game were made from Yoga Blocks. Most 
gamers have never heard of them but they are a dense foam block perfect for 
gaming terrain. All that was required to make the foam blocks into realistic 
looking rocks was to cut into them using a normal craft knife and then tear them 
apart.  

Done in a fairly random way it creates a rocky surface texture. These rocks were 
sprayed with Red and Yellow Primers from Halfords and unlike polystyrene the 
paint did not melt the foam. They have been left unvarnished, if you start with a 
dark grey or black block, any wear and tear just blends in. You can also use the 
Yoga Block to create man-made structures. The bunker and turret emplacement 
are made from the same material but this time cut to specific shapes. 

The remaining 
pieces of terrain 
were an anti-slip 
rubber mat cut up 
to form both the 
metal walkways and 
the camo netting. 
Vending machine 
toy capsules and all 

the detritus in the bottom of the bits box created the barrels and rubbish heaps. 
Finally a blackout blind was used for the gaming mat and some repurposed Star 
Wars toys made the shuttle and crashed ship.  
 

Special thanks to Fenris Games for donating the robot bases for this project.  
For more information on the scratch building used visit germy.co.uk 
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Welcome to Fenris Descending: Starting from Scratch. This project started out 
as a simple Sci-Fi game, with the idea to create a number of scratch built robots 
and terrain pieces. However as with many gaming projects it soon became 
something much bigger.  This guide describes how the game was put  together. 

The tank is a simple example of that wargaming classic the mouse tank. For the 
triple barrelled gun a waterproof connector for car electronics was used. The 
connectors already look like guns or missile launchers and so are ideal. They 
come in various sizes so you could have single or multiple barrels.  

The robots themselves were perhaps the biggest 
challenge for this project. The aim was originally to 
scratch build just 5 or 6. But most of the components 
used are sold in large quantities, from places like Ebay. 
It was therefore cheaper to buy the components in 
bulk and look at building an army. 

The components settled on were plastic Rivet Fasteners for the body, Jack 
Plug Stoppers for the legs, Dupont Jumpers  for the weapons, False Toenails 
to act as armour/knee pads, LED Spacers  for the eyes, Plastic Washers to add 
to the body and some spare bits of speaker wire. In the end the total number 
of robots built was 116, meaning each robot cost just 32p! 
Using these components it was possible to create a number of variants 
including a Flamer, Missile and Heavy Armoured robots. With the addition of a 
plastic buckle for a body the Beetle version was also created. 

The shanty town buildings 
were made from a set of 
foam dominoes found in a 
£1 store. Each building is 
made from 4 dominoes 
slotted together by cutting 
grooves into each piece. 
These were then painted 
and  corrugated card 
added for the roof.  By not 
gluing them together  they  
can  be taken apart and 
stored flat. 


